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What is a 
Traditional 
Morgan?

• A traditional Morgan is also referred to as a 
foundation Morgan. 

• This Morgan carries none or almost no outside 
blood of other breeds. 

• Sire line must trace to Justin Morgan
• This horse closely resembles the original breed 

standard and has differing abilities from those 
Morgans used basically for riding and related 
horse show competition.

• No outcrosses after 1930
• Traditional/foundation Morgans are more rare 

today, but are still being bred  and used on 
farms, logging, packing, and ranch work while 
also being able to drive 30-50 miles and be 
ridden as a great trail mount.



Characteristics 
of  a 

Traditional 
Morgan

• You can find Morgans in the show ring being ridden saddleseat, being 
ridden dressage, driving and combined driving, hunter/jumper, working 
cows, cowboy mounted shooting, ranch work, packing, competitive 
trail, gaming, and so much more. 

• Their temperaments are as a partner, not a thing. They love to be 
involved with you, and often can be considered an extra-large dog 
following your around the farm. They like to be helpful as well. 

• In height they range from 14.1-15.2 hands with some individuals as 
much as a hand shorter, or taller. Colors include bay, chestnut, black 
to gray, palomino, cremello, buckskin, dun, and multicolored splash-
like pinto colored. They can also be gaited. 

• One of the Morgan’s hallmarks is its versatility. 

• The Livestock Conservancy also has the traditional Morgan listed on 
their ‘Critical’ list due to their declining numbers. 
http://www.livestockconservancy.org/index.php/heritage/internal/morg
an

http://www.livestockconservancy.org/index.php/heritage/internal/morgan


Kathleen Bailey w/Kennebec Rugby

Paul Motter & Prairie Hill Ringo and Susan Motter & 
Orton LD buddy Love - rounding up cow/calf pairs 
to change pastures in June 2021.

Dakota Gifted Gold & Megan Kramer; Needles Eye 
@ Theodore Roosevelt nat'l Park, 2020.

Kathleen Bailey

Kathleen Bailey
Dakota Gifted Gold & Megan Kramer, 
NBHA District 1 Barrel Race; Devils Lake 



History 
Of  the 
Morgan 
Horse

Morgans were descended from one prepotent sire, Figure, who was 
born in 1789. 

Figure was owned by a music teacher named Justin Morgan, and as 
horses were often tagged with their owner’s names back in that day, 
the Morgan Horse was born.

Figure was a hearty bay stallion who was talented in several areas, 
including being able to outwalk, out trot, outrun, and outpull other 
horses, making him a very valuable horse and a legend.  

Figure is thought to have been sired by True Briton, a horse widely 
respected for his ability. 

Figure's dam, was "...of  the Wild-air breed, of  middling size, with a 
heavy chest, of  a light bay color, with a bushy mane and tail - the hair 
on the legs rather long, and a smooth, handsome traveler."



History of  
the 

Morgan 
cont.

The founding stallion of  the Morgan breed traces back to one 
Morgan horse known as Figure. He was born in southern 
New England in 1789. Figure's legacy began when a man 
named Justin Morgan purchased him as a foal and took him to 
Vermont in 1791. Justin Morgan was a horse breeder, farmer 
and teacher of  singing who settled in Vermont and traveled 
throughout eastern states.

As Figure grew he became known for his strength, speed, 
beauty, endurance, hardiness and gentle disposition. It is 
thought that Figure stood approx. 14H and weighed 950 lbs. 
His ability to outwalk, outtrot, outrun and outpull any horse 
made him a legend. He was at stud in the east and he stamped 
himself  not only on his offspring, but for several generations. 
Figure died in 1821. Three of  his more famous sons were, 
Sherman, Bulrush and Woodbury who carried on the legacy.



History 
Of  The 
Morgan 
Cont. 

The Disney movie, “Justin Morgan had a Horse” is 
about Figure.

If  you get the opportunity to watch it, it’s a great 
movie based upon real life origins.  

His stud services were offered throughout the 
Connecticut River Valley and numerous Vermont 
locations over his lifetime.

His most valuable contribution was the ability to 
pass on his distinguishing characteristics as a 
prepotent sire through his offspring, and through 
subsequent generations.





3 Sons Of  Justin Morgan Most 
Used as 

Foundation of  the Breed

• Most Famous and prolific sons

• 1. Woodbury--a chestnut, stood 14.3 
hands (59 inches, 150 cm) high and 
stood for many years at stud in New 
England.

• 2. Sherman--chestnut stallion, 
slightly shorter than Figure, who in 
turn was the sire and grandsire of  
Black Hawk and Ethan Allen.

• 3. Bulrush--a dark bay the same size 
as Figure, was known for his 
endurance and speed in harness.



The Morgan Horse has 4 Main Families

• LIPPITT--Lippitt Family or "Lippitts" trace to the breeding program of  
Robert Lippitt Knight, grandson of  industrialist Robert Knight and maternal 
great-great grandson of  Revolutionary War officer Christopher Lippitt, 
founder of  the Lippitt Mill. Robert Lippitt Knight focused on preservation 
breeding of  horses descended from Ethan Allen II and this line is considered 
the "purest" of  the four lines, with the most lines tracing back to Figure and 
no outcrosses to other breeds in the 20th or 21st centuries.

• BRUNK—The Brunk Family, particularly noted for soundness and 
athleticism, traces to the Illinois breeding program of  Joseph Brunk. 



Morgan Families Cont. 

• GOVERNMENT—The Government Family is the largest, tracing to Morgans bred 
by the US Morgan Horse Farm between 1905 and 1951. The foundation sire of  this 
line was General Gates. When USDA involvement ended, the University of  
Vermont purchased not only the farm, but much of  its breeding stock and carries 
on the program today. 

• WESTERN WORKING--abbreviated 2WF, have no common breeder or ancestor, 
but the horses are bred to be stock horses and work cattle, some descended from 
Government farm stallions shipped west. Several well known breeders such as 
Richard Sellman , Roland Hill and William Jackson were among these. 



Government Family

• In 1905 an experiment farm was established by the U. S. Government in Burlington, Vermont to produce
Morgan horses of true Morgan type, while increasing size yet retaining all the Morgan's traditional
enduring qualities. In 1907, Col. Joseph Battell, who was the first editor of the American Morgan Horse
Register, donated his family farm in Weybridge, Vermont. The horses from the experiment farm were
relocated to Weybridge and the United States Morgan Horse Farm was established.

• The foundation stallion for the government farm was General Gates, foaled in 1894. He remained the
primary breeding stallion until 1920. One of his son's, Bennington, took his place in 1925. Bennington
was the primary sire for the calvary mounts and sired many influential government morgans.

• Some of the best known stallions in government breeding are General Gates, Mansfield, Canfield,
Sonfield, Mentor, Ulysses, Querido, Troubadour of Willomoor, Panfield, Trophy, Tutor, Upwey Ben Don,
and Fleetwing.

• Some of the well known mares include Artemisia, Quietude, Sheba, Redfern, Quaker Lady, Norma,
Naiad, Jasmine, Romance, Symphony, Fairytop, Phillipa, and Riviera.



Brunk Family

• In 1893 Joseph Brunk and his family established the Brunk line in and around Springfield,
IL. Joseph Brunk had a serious interest in morgans and his sharp sense for horses led him to
raise some of the most influential Morgans of all time. These horses were known for their
high action, sound, correct legs and feet and all around athletic ability. They were often line-
bred and usually high quality, showy horses. The Brunk influence is felt strongly in the
ranch breeding of the west known as the Western Working family of morgans.

• Flyhawk was the most widely known stallion of the Brunk family. He sired many great
Morgans and his influence is still seen in many breeding programs today. He was noted for
his big ground covering trot, dense bone, hardiness and athleticism.

• Some of the well known stallions in Brunk breeding are Beamington, Warhawk, Flyhawk,
Jubilee King, Senator Graham, Senator Knox, Mr. Breezy Cobra, Congo, Go Hawk, Stetson,
Red Vermont, Agizzaz, Flying Jubilee, Juzan, and Allen Franklin.

• Some of the well known mares include, Senata, Florette, Sentola, Daisy Knox, Bens Daisy,
Jubilee Joy, Sentana, Daisette, Liza Jane, Neliza, Paragraph and Juvina.

FLYHAWK



Lippitt Family

• In 1927 Robert Lippitt Knight, a prominent figure in RI, established and operated the Green Mountain Stock 
Farm in Randolph, VT. The Lippitt family was established to preserve the original Morgan type. Mr. Knight 
bred almost exclusively to old vermont stock, however, he did outcross to government and other lines.

• In the early 1970's a small group of New England breeders with a passion for the Morgan, who more closely 
mirrored Figure, gathered together. After much work 7 stallions and 16 mares were chosen for the foundation 
stock of the Lippitt family. Many of the horses chosen included the breeding from Robert Lippitt Knight, and to 
honor his preservation for the old bloodlines the name Lippitt was chosen for the family of horses.

• One of the most influential stallions in the Lippitt family was Ethan Allen 2nd, bred by the Peters family of 
Bradford, VT.

• Some of the best known foundation stallions in Lippitt breeding are Ethan Allen 2nd, Peter's Morgan, Croydon 
Prince, Rob Roy, Donald, Bob B., Sir Ethan Allen, Sealect, Welcome, and Bilirubin.

• Some of the foundation mares include Bonnie Jean, Polly Rogers, Lucille, Rose of Sutton, Hannah, 
Susie,Croydon Mary,Bridget, Emily, Evelyn, Hippolyta, Nancy, Trilby, Jenny Woodbury, Lippit Sally, and Lippit
Trixie.



Western Working Family

• Between 1880 and 1950 the Western Working family of morgans developed by several ranchers and breeders in the 
western states. With the cattle ranching empire rapidly expanding in the mid 1800's, there was a need for tough, agile, 
sensible cow horses to work on ranches. The Western Working Morgan derived from a combination of old Vermont, 
Government, Brunk and old midwest bloodlines.

• The result is a family of Morgans noted for good feet and legs, deep bodies, strong hind quarters with a fast ground 
covering walk and trot, and stamina. They also needed an intelligent, sensible, willing attitude with lots of heart and 
cow savvy. Today there are still decedents being bred from the early Western Working Morgans. The bloodlines used 
were a combination of Brunk and Government breeding.

• Some of the famous ranches instrumental in creating the Western Working family are the Sellman Ranch, Horseshoe 
Cattle Co., Piedmont Land and Cattle Co., Elmer Brown, E.W. Roberts, Jackson Ranch, L. U. Sheep and Cattle Co., and 
The Cross Ranch.

• Some of the stallions that are influential in the Western Working families are Red Oak, The Admiral, Headlight Morgan, 
Major Antoine, Gold Medal, Querido, Winchester, El Cortez, Sonfield, Sparbeau, Redwood Morgan Sellman, Montcrest
Sellman, Romanesque, Sellman Linsley, Tehachapi Allen, Monterey, Blackman, Delbert, Flyhawk, Linspar, Senator 
Graham, Stetson, Flying Jubilee, Glider and Warhawk.



The Giving 
Horse

• Morgans served many roles in 19th-century 
American history, being used as coach horses 
and for harness racing, as general riding 
animals, and as cavalry horses during the 
American Civil War on both sides of  the 
conflict. 

• Morgans have influenced other major 
American breeds, including the American 
Quarter Horse, Tennessee Walking Horse, 
Kentucky Mountain Horse and the 
Standardbred. During the 19th and 20th 
centuries, they were exported to other 
countries, including England, where a Morgan 
stallion influenced the breeding of  the 
Hackney horse. 



The Giving 
Horse 
Cont.

• In 1907, the US Department of  Agriculture 
established the US Morgan Horse Farm near 
Middlebury, Vermont for the purpose of  
perpetuating and improving the Morgan 
breed; the farm was later transferred to the 
University of  Vermont. The first breed 
registry was established in 1909, and since 
then many organizations in the US, Europe 
and Oceania have developed. There were 
estimated to be over 175,000 Morgan horses 
worldwide in 2005.



The Civil War 

• Morgans were used as cavalry mounts by 
both sides in the American Civil War. 
Horses with Morgan roots included 
Sheridan's Winchester, also known as 
Rienzi, (a descendant of  Black Hawk).

• Stonewall Jackson's "Little Sorrel" has 
alternately been described as a Morgan or 
an American Saddlebred, a breed heavily 
influenced by the Morgan.

• Watch the documentary at 
http://www.morgandocumentary.com/



Morgans Helped Settle the West

• Laura Ingalls Wilder and Almanzo Wilder used Morgans 
pioneering. Morgans were used by pioneers and ranchers in settling and 
working the west. Laura Ingalls Wilder and husband Almanzo (Little 
House on the Prairie) made a large stir when Almanzo brought some of 
the first Morgan horses to their area.  Laura referenced them in her writing 
numerous times and their Morgan stallion was Governor of Orleans. 

• You can read more about that at 
http://www.liwfrontiergirl.com/morgan.html.  Morgans were already very 
popular in New England where they had originated for versatile use. They 
later were the mount of choice for the Civil War, as they were hardy and 
easy keepers and very sane minded.

http://www.liwfrontiergirl.com/morgan.html


Still The Giving Horse

• Morgans are still giving as therapy horses, Forest Service 
mounts, 4-H, ranching and working cattle, Amish work, 
logging, and traditional farming as they are strong, easy 
keepers and live twice as long as drafts. They ride and drive 
and are the all purpose get things done well horse. 
VERSATILITY is and always has been a hallmark of  the 
breed.

• Morgans are a PARTNER. They are loyal and thinkers. They 
compete in just about every discipline—dressage, carriage 
driving, eventing, reining, endurance, hunter/jumper, ranch 
cow classes, and gaming. 

Kathleen Bailey

Dan Wistrom

Vintage Ethan Moro (Sumrsnow Majestic x Dean Mt Fine Lace) 2006 
gelding at Walnut Hill Combined Driving Competition.

Owned and Driven by Tricia Crompton.
Photo by My Star Photography

Jackson Brook Farm, 
Lippitt mare and foal



How many Are 
There?

• It is estimated that between 175,000 and 
180,000 Morgans exist worldwide, and although they 
are most popular in the United States, there are 
populations in Great Britain, Sweden, Australia, 
Canada, Germany and other countries.

• Traditional morgans account for maybe 5% of that 
number.

• The Lippitt Family is roughly only a 1,000 left. They 
have the highest number of traditional, but the other 
families have qualified horses also at less numbers.

• The entire breed association is only registering 
roughly 1,700 foals a year. Traditional are a small 
fraction of that. 

Kathleen Bailey

Susan Motter and Husband aboard Grace & 
Prairie Hill Ringo, upon completion of our 22 
mile ride from the wannegan camp to the 
Elkhorse Camp on the Maah Dah Hey trail in 
western ND.

Vintage Sapphire (Good News 
Joshua x Dean Mt Nikkoletta).
Owned by Jessica Lane.
Photos by Jessica Lane.

Dean Mt Fine Lace, Vintage Ethan Moro 
now owned by Patricia Crompton in NY,
Dean Mt Nikkoletta, Vintage Indigo owned 
by Abby Knight Photo by Nora Knight



Heirlooms vs Hybrids

• Traditional Morgans are a heritage and  are the heirloom  
plants of  the Morgan breed.

• This means through intense linebreeding and in some cases 
inbreeding, these lines breed true.

• DANGER---as the numbers dwindle, genetic diversity needed 
for the survival of  the breed also diminishes.

• Hybrid vigor is just what it sounds like: It's the vitality animals 
(or plants) gain by being crossbred. Hybrids are often 
stronger, healthier and more fertile than their “purebred” –
more genetically related – parents. In many performance horse 
programs today, intensive line breeding is standard practice.

Vintage Indigo at the Coyote Ridge Ride in 
Central Washington. Columbia River in the 
background. Owned and ridden by Abby 
Knight.Photo by Dave Honan

Megan Motter & 
Prairie Hill Grace

Jackson Brook Farm

Vintage Sapphire on left owned and ridden 
by Jessica Lane.



Endangered? Why?

• Like most equine breeds, industrialization of  America meant less 
need for horses.

• With horses not needing to be used for work and military as 
much, the natural culling of  weaker performance animals 
somewhat ceased with the advent of  pleasure and show use.

• Less focus on performance .

• Lack of  education of  the breed, poor breeding practices.

• Lack of  availability.

• Financial and geographical barriers such as increasing feed/hay 
costs, less open space, natural disasters (fires/flooding)

WJD T-A-Mora Star Shooter 
owned by Jackson Brook Farm

Vintage Lusita, ridden by Abby Knight. 
Owned by Nora Knight. Photo by Nora Knight

Linda Sewall & 
Glick’s Reagent

Linda Sewall with Glick’s 
Reagent & DCA Sealys Traveler



Let’s GROW!

• Education
• Publicity and exposure
• Mentoring programs
• Get involved
• Responsible breeding

Kalyn Davis & Eagle 
Feather of Times Past

M River Doubletake by Victoria Tong

Truwest Silver Bullet, 
Victoria Tong Jackson Brook Farm



Preservation

• DNA project started 20 years ago 
provided valuable data and the basis 
for the Lippitt registry.

• Recording as best we can all traditional 
births (main association does not 
separate out traditional)

• Semen and tissue banking

• Path forward to traditional in breeding
Statesmans Signature, owned 
& ridden by Marthe Reynolds

Vintage Verona owned & ridden by 
Nora Knight. Photo by Abby Knight..

Dan Wistrom, DJJJ Morgans

Vintage Margarita Owned by Nora 
Knight   Photo by Nora Knight



Resources

• https://www.foundationmorganbreeders.com/

• http://www.livestockconservancy.org/index.php/her
itage/internal/morgan

• https://cornerstonemorganhorse.com/

• http://www.lippittclub.net/

• http://www.posmhorse.com/

• http://www.thelippittmorganhorseregistry.com/
• https://www.foundationmorganhorse.com/

• https://www.morganhorse.com/

Acrosstime Devan Guardian,
Devan Guardian Morgan Farm

Statesmans Eclipse, Ange 
Bean up. , Ensigns Grace Farm

Kathleen Bailey
Glick’s Reagent owned 
by Linda Sewall

https://www.foundationmorganbreeders.com/
http://www.livestockconservancy.org/index.php/heritage/internal/morgan
https://cornerstonemorganhorse.com/
http://www.lippittclub.net/
http://www.posmhorse.com/
http://www.thelippittmorganhorseregistry.com/
https://www.foundationmorganhorse.com/
https://www.morganhorse.com/


Artcicles

• https://foundationmorganhorses.com/articles/

• http://www.creamridgemorgans.com/documents/Hist_
Calif_Morgans.pdf

• http://www.creamridgemorgans.com/documents/justin
morgan_contribution_qh.pdf

• http://www.creamridgemorgans.com/documents/Morg
anQuarterHorseconnection.pdf

• http://www.creamridgemorgans.com/documents/Jacks
onRanch610_PROOFFinal_000.pdf

• https://www.nps.gov/pore/planyourvisit/upload/morg
an_horse_ranch_article_history_tippin_2016.pdf

• https://rafterbardmorgans.com/history-of-the-morgan-
horse/

Statesmans Revelation owned by 
Megan Vogel, Veronica Photography

Glick’s reagent owned 
by Linda Sewall

Prairie Hill Ringo & Paul Motter

Atavista Statesman & Chief Of State, 
winners 1990 Pairs Driving Championship, 
Gladstone. Bill Lower up.

https://foundationmorganhorses.com/articles/
http://www.creamridgemorgans.com/documents/Hist_Calif_Morgans.pdf
http://www.creamridgemorgans.com/documents/justinmorgan_contribution_qh.pdf
http://www.creamridgemorgans.com/documents/MorganQuarterHorseconnection.pdf
http://www.creamridgemorgans.com/documents/JacksonRanch610_PROOFFinal_000.pdf
https://www.nps.gov/pore/planyourvisit/upload/morgan_horse_ranch_article_history_tippin_2016.pdf
https://rafterbardmorgans.com/history-of-the-morgan-horse/
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